THROW SIX TO START

Presented by Ian Leech
A Bit About me in Four Pictures
Our Story

From Diagnosis to Death ... and Beyond
I know what good looks like

• Good is building relationships, finding common ground

• Good is making the patient and those caring for them, a part of the team, whatever their contribution

• Good is minding your language

• Good is taking time with people
What made it Work?

1. Care
2. Compassion
3. Competence
4. Communication
5. Courage
6. Commitment

Good People made it work

How were Mel’s Dying Wishes Granted?
The Sad Tale of the GP and Nursey
The Importance of Good Continued Support

The 1st Year

The 2nd Year
Keep Learning Lessons!

1. Care
2. Compassion
3. Competence
4. Communication
5. Courage
6. Commitment
7. Common Sense!
Thank you
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